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Dear
I am convinced that there is "something" in
your life that you once wanted, or would
ever like to do or experience. Something
that to this day has NOT happened.
Somehow you're a little bummed about
that....
Because...what would it be like if you
started DOING this Dream? What do you
need? What would your life look like if it
WOULD become reality?
DOING Dreams gives a lot of pleasure,
satisfaction & gratitude for life & for your
own life.
Because you are special! You are definitely
worth getting everything possible out of
your life. And much more is possible than
you ever imagined! To begin with, let's start
DOING our dreams!
Then automatically life will get a lot better
and we will all do our part to leave this
WONDERFUL planet a lot better than how
we found it.
Are you in? Are you going to DO your
Dream?
I hope to meet you and other Dreambook
Doers at a Dream Book INTRO!
For now, I wish you lots of fun & courage!
Dorien Ketel

DREAMBOOK
INTRO 2022
you,
Dear beautiful
I am sitting here on a beautiful fall morning in the suburbs of Washington
D.C. in America. We have started doing our dream! We have been traveling
full-time as a family for 8 months. The first seven months we traveled
with our truck and the last 3 weeks we have been house-sitting animals in
people's homes. First we had two fantastic weeks in central France keeping
5 Jack Russels busy (or they us). And now a beautiful siamese is keeping us
busy. We started doing our dreams!
We built a truck into a completely self-sufficient house on wheels, sold our
stone house in Gouda and set off on a road trip through Europe. It was a
wonderful experience. But not easy. Far from it.
Exactly eight years later, I pick up the Dreambook again. What a lot has
happened in the past eight years. My kids are now teenagers and Eli (13yrs)
is already taller than me. In the past eight years I have discovered passive
income, worked as an energetic therapist, dived into crypto, discovered
human design, started and stopped horseback riding, again. That's the first
thing that comes to mind when I look back on these years.
What also had a lot of impact was that, according to a couple of doctors, I
should have been dead already. I asked these doctors, 'am I dying from the
diagnosis or will I die from your treatment?' I simply said 'no' to their offer.
But that required a load of courage. So I was introduced to the 5 biological
laws of nature (German New Medicine), this is about the origin and course
of what we think of as diseases. And some other huge thing happened that
I don't have the courage to write about publicly yet, who knows, someday.
And, of course, I had to get my truck driving license. That was a really cool
thing to do!

All of this is something I really could never have imagined beforehand. It
only happened because one day I said, "and now its over, now things MUST
be different. No idea WHAT and HOW, but everything in me was open to a
different kind of experience. And so that's when it started.
In 2013 was the first time I held a Dreambook Doer workshop. I can't
remember what I wrote down what my dreams were back then. I do know
that I could not have imagined beforehand what I am experiencing now.
Life went a little a lot different. What has happened is more beautiful than I
could have imagined, more intense, much more so to speak LIVING. With
also new people I didn't even know eight years ago! But I've also lost
friends. People who just didn't understand my choices and didn't want to
hang out with me anymore. That hurt. But the new friends I've met are
worth GOLD. And that never would have happened if I hadn't stepped out
of that comfort zone every time. Out of the known into the unknown.
Sometimes that happened unconsciously and I just went. Sometimes I had
to be very conscious about the next step because I was sooo afraid of the
possible outcome "do I really want this, am I really going to do this?". And
every time it turned out to be a good step: because you grow from it. In
self-knowledge. In people knowledge. In gaining experiences of all that life
has to offer.
Enough about me. What are your dreams? What would you like to happen?
Let's look at your dreams, what is dwelling in you that wants to become
visible? What keeps you from doing this?
Doing your dreams requires courage, a lot of courage. You are constantly
stepping out of your comfort zone and man how pleasant it is in there. By
starting to do your dream, your comfort zone is being stretched in such a
way that you feel comfortable being completely yourself in more and more
situations and circumstances! How cool is that, that you are just doing you.
And then everything falls into place.
I wish you much courage and am happy to walk along for a while on this
new, unknown path.
Pursue life.
All the best for now,

Dorien

DO
MORE
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LOVE

What are DREAMS?
Desires you had and have forgotten
Dreams you never dared or were never allowed to dream
Big ideas and small ideas, short term/ long term
Imagine you had a short time to live: what would you do and who would
you take with you?
Or you suddenly win the lottery. What would you do with the prize?
What did you always want to do as a child?
What would you regret most if you had NOT done it during your
lifetime?
If you could make three wishes that would most definitely come true,
what would you wish for?
And much, much more!
How do you know if a dream is right?
There is no right or wrong: every dream, every desire is totally ok. As you
think of it or write it down, it may seem impossible BUT at the same time
you experience a tremendous sense of enthusiasm, of excitement. How
would it be if you thought about the possibility of experiencing THIS!
Don't start thinking too much: 'Could this be possible? How should this be
done?' No: just write down all those little hints that pop up inside of you.
EVERYTHING.
A Dream is always in 1st person singular present tense. So: I have..., I
know..., I am..., I cycle... etc.
Review your list regularly and check whether any dreams can be taken off
or you have more dreams popping up:
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Yes! You are a
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Physical
This is about anything and everything about your body.
Think about food, clothes, sauna days, sports, sex, makeup, ... What would you still like to experience?
Eg: I will run the 10km during the marathon in Boston | I would like to experience what it is like to have sex
with someone else | I want to know which nutrition my body works best on | Every month I plan a sauna day
with massage | I wear clothes that make me shine

Physical

Spiritual
Spirituality is trendy. Knowing who you are and what you are here to do is convenient. Knowing that the
universe is always before us. Discovering how you can work with certain tools. Having contact with angels or
guids. Integrating the invisible with the visible in this life. Practicing practicing practicing practicing. To be fully
human. Showing up as God in your physical form. What do you long for? What do I still want to experience?
Eg: I trust my intuition | I learn to work with the tarot | I work with my guides | I would like to become a
pastor | I visit Taizé/ Jerusalem/ ...

Spiritual

Interests
According to Human Design, I have a 5/1 profile. The 1 stands for the researcher. Therefore, I see myself
always studying. There is always 'something' I still want to find out or have a question about. There is always
a course on my wish list I want to follow. And I'm always reading several books at once. The subjects I've
delved into have kept changing over the years, one thing leading to another. But "man and his behavior" is
really the common thread in all of this.
Do you have another course you want to take? Or do you want to get another (advanced) degree? What do
you still want to experience around your interests?
Eg: I participate in this training / course / education | I read every month 1 book from my book list

Interests

Professional
What are your desires around your work? What would you like to practice to improve your experience at
work or work environment? In what (other) ways would you like to make money? What would it take for you
to be more "you"? What do you dream of experiencing someday?
Ultimately, the world benefits if each of us can be ourselves, and earn a living with that. That you are 100% in
your place and not 80% or less. This also means that the type of work that many people still do will change
because more will be automated. There is nothing wrong with that in itself, it gives us space to be more
human. What do you long for? What do you still want to experience?
Eg: I have a new task/job | I improve my presentations | I integrate my hobby | I have a side hustle | I grow
to function x| I have a turnover of ...

Professional

Emotional
According to Human Design, I have a so-called Emotional Authority. I constantly live in an emotional wave
and always feel emotions, always. That can be very tiring or give clarity: this is what I (don't) want because
that (doesn't) make me happy. I am practicing to express my anger better: to indicate my boundaries better.
I once stood and yelled at the neighbor who was pulling my sunflowers out of the ground. I was happy with
my reaction because I didn't know I could yell at anyone at all. What is most important to me is that I always
want to respond kindly no matter what. That will help people more than snarling and whining. Being
conscious in what you feel inside and how you act outwardly. A whole school in itself which I think goes on all
our lives. What are your desires about your emotions? What do you still want to experience?
Eg: I choose to react well in every situation | I express my anger | I learn to set my limits | I embrace all the
emotions I feel | I put myself first so I feel good

Emotional

Financial
I love money. Money makes it possible to have (new) experiences. To buy plane tickets, to eat out or just in
general to be able to pay all the bills. To make all our invisible desires visible. Not everything has to cost
money but everything has a value. And it is money we now use as a medium of exchange for this value.
There are many sub-issues when it comes to money. Think of: budgeting, pocket money for the kids,
mortgage, investing in stocks (how does that work?) or crypto, vacations, negotiating, saving, money mindset:
what ideas did you get from your upbringing about money. Giving a gift or receiving a gift yourself (how does
that feel?). Money is a subject that triggers us. It is still taboo to 'just' talk about it. What are your desires
around YOUR money? How do you want to feel about it? What ideas do you want to give your children? What
do you still want to experience?
Eg: I arrange 10% more income | I give more gifts | I feel satisfied with my money | I grow my knowledge
around investing | ...

Financial
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Mentally
Mindset is everything. How you think and feel about everything in this life is quite defining. Years back, I was
diagnosed with depression during a psychological assessment for a job. I didn't feel depressed but this
diagnosis got me thinking: apparently there was a better way to think that I wasn't aware of. I could grow into
this and I did. You can train your thinking. You are not your thought: you have a thought. You are not your
emotion: you feel angry/happy. How do you experience your mental state? What do you want to experience?
Eg: I live without fear of... | I follow a mindfulness training | I go into therapy | I am aware of my thinking
pattern

Mentally

Adventure
We hit the road. With our truck. On an adventure. What we didn't know was that every day we would
experience so many adventures that we yearned for less adventure. Just a super boring life suddenly
seemed very appealing.
Adventure doesn't have to be big. Adventure is also in a small corner. You meet someone who shows you
her favorite spots in that unfamiliar city. You taste new dishes. You get surprised on a scavenger hunt. You
finally go on that dream trip to Australia. You strike up a conversation at your favorite coffee shop.
Adventure is saying "yes" to the unknown and living that experience to the fullest. Immersing yourself in
what life has to offer us all. What do you still want to experience?
VB: I have an outing every year with each child individually | I fly in a hot air balloon | I eat an unfamiliar dish
| I am open to the unknown | Next time I go for coffee by myself

Adventure

Creative
I am typing this in the room of a creative woman who knits her own beautiful sweaters and cardigans. There
are unimaginably beautiful things hanging on the wall here. She found this passion to express herself
creatively. She also needs it because her work only involves her head: she is engaged in counter-terrorism. I
can't imagine that that makes you happy, and yet that subject also holds her interest. Fortunately, we are all
different!
To be busy with your hands is to express what lives inside you. This can be done through music, art, dance,
among other things. Maybe you dream of taking a cooking class or having a vegetable garden. My wish is to
one day play (again) in an orchestra (piano). I used to enjoy that so much. What do you dream of
experiencing again? What do you still want to experience?
VB: I make my own dress | I develop an app | I take a salsa course | I sell my aquarelles | ...

Creative

Stuff
We need stuff. Stuff simply helps us get from A to B. Whether it is books we need for a study, good clothes to
protect us from the cold or a nice couch to sit on, stuff can be found all around us. In this world it seems like
there is an overabundance of stuff. . We are surrounded by advertising to buy everything and more. But
does that make us happy? By purchasing only what we really use and enjoy to the fullest, we contribute to an
ideal life. Do you have a wish list of stuff that makes you happy? What do I want?
Eg: I drive a more economical car | I have a fireplace | I sleep on a perfect mattress

Stuff

Relationships
People are important to us. In their own way, they add a spark to our lives. Some we really like to see, others
we like to see going. Do you have any wishes around people? Do you still want to visit someone? Do you still
want to experience something with someone special? What are your social desires? What do you still want to
experience?
Eg: Every year I go away for the weekend with friends | I volunteer at the home for the elderly | ...

Relationships

Legacy
The day is going to come when we won't be around anymore. Maybe you are so passionate about
something that you would like to make that your legacy. What would you like to leave behind? Do you want
to build something that the next generation(s) can also build on? What makes your heart beat faster? What
do you want to leave as your legacy?
Eg: I am establishing an orphanage in village X in Africa | My goal is to leave a legacy of xx | ...

Legacy

Make a plan, take action & commit yourself to DOING your plan!
Put yourself under some healthy pressure to stretch your comfort
zone. This feeling is energizing. To do this, engage people to share your
dreams with and commit yourself to sticking to your roadmap. The
great thing is that at the same time they are helping you realize your
dream. They are your go-to person to push through & motivate you
when things don't seem to be working out for a while!
Create a vision board which can help you visualize!
It's all about how the invisible becomes visible. I use the roadmap
'SPIRIT' for this. A person with spirit is spirited and Spirit itself? WOW!
Discover the universal energy and apply it in the area in which you
want to grow!
Delve into your own thoughts, read the book 'Thoughts Become Things
with Spirit' and take the online course 'Thoughts Become Things'.
Everything to make your Dream Do!
Delve into yourself. Know who you are, what you are here to do. You
are a unique human being, there really is no one on this earth like you.
Discover what makes you so unique. Marvel at yourself and enjoy all
the beauty you have to offer this life.

Yes! You are a Dreambook Doer!

DREAMBOOK
INTRO 2030
Dear you,
Remember 8 years ago when you wrote
down all your dreams and desires? All of
them! That you marveled at it all, that you
didn't even remember some of your
dreams that you wanted to experience.
That you absolutely knew this is something
I MUST do before it's too late.
Have you felt all your emotions, laughed
and cried about all the circumstances? No
matter how heavy shit some situations
were. You lived through it all. Did you visit
all the places you were curious about? Do
you still have dreams left? Is there
anything you still want right now?
Do you feel tired, relieved, excited,
deceived, amazed or sparkling? Are you
grateful for yourself, for your experiences,
your unique experiences. For everything.
Look at yourself in the mirror, yes you dear
one, you have experienced it, all of it.
Everything. This is your life. You are a
wonderful person!
Here's to more dreams coming to fruition.
Here's to more you.
x

